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new recruit (anonymous) wrote, the toughest part was that we (re: milita) didn't know what to tell our parents, it was a on a need to know basis. i had to tell my older brother in september, he told my
father in october that i was in a conscripted unit. he told my mother a month or so later, when she asked i told her that i was working for the government.. all my parents knew was that i was in the
military, they figured it was for security purposes, they didn't know what i was doing or that i was an informant. it was tough telling my mother that i was in the army. she cried. for a week or two. i

wasn't quite sure about telling my father, i'm not sure how he'd react to it, he's never been politically minded, so i was kind of worried. but it turned out ok, he was a bit upset that we were in korea. i
told him a month or so before i actually left. he's been pretty cool about it, although he's a little sad that i haven't been around much. it's kinda weird because he's still willing to give me shit about

being away. i don't know, it's just something that was in my head ever since i was a kid, since school started i've been dreaming about leaving and never coming back. i'll be away for most of the rest
of my life, (most of the rest of my life = 3 years). i'll be 18 in january, and i'm just leaving now, (that's right, i'm 18, and i'm only leaving before i'm 18 years old). my real parents, at least, will be proud
of me (if you're proud of yourself when you're doing a thing, you're proud of it). anyway, i hope to die a violent death, if that's what it takes, i don't know, if i have to it'd be nice to die if the people who

killed me were evil, although i don't think it matters, i'm ready, i'm eager to die, i don't think i'll be scared, although that could just be wishful thinking. so that's what i've got to say, it's kind of a
negative thing, so i'll just talk about music, well, i don't know what i really have to say, i'm not sure what it's good for, but whatever it is, thanks for listening.
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according to brad gerlach, an educational director who writes for the washington post 's classroom blog, my smartphone is a constant companion that carries me through life as i juggle work, children
and aging parents. gyllenhaal had to switch gears from lucrative acting (oscar winner for his perfomance in the motorcycle diaries, as well as for zookeeper) to political journalism to earn enough

money to survive. armed with a digital camera (they couldnt charge the battery), he entered a race against far more expensive media outlets to become the first outlet to get the child sex slave story
of a pimp's murder of a group of underage boys and their captor, a scandal in the world of the americas powerbrokers. the guardian, a british newspaper, got the scoop, but that often happened in this
world. the guardian story, published june 17, was the first online version of the piece. danny doepker writes, one of the things i enjoy most about social media is the instant opportunity to communicate
with the masses, but this is also a source of great anxiety . theses days, all my communication, both in real life and online, is constantly available. even though i wouldnt keep anything truly private, i
am worried about the way my thoughts are a constant reflection of my feelings, my personality, my interests, my relationship with my family, etc. i am often conflicted by this. a part of me feels as if i
am constantly revealing too much to the people around me. i try to be careful and selective about the kind of content that i put on the internet, but today, i am constantly reminded that i shouldnt be. i

like to stay away from the socially acceptable content on facebook, but oftentimes, the only content that i have is that which was uploaded to my timeline. therefore, i live constantly with social
infotainment on the tv, the radio, the newspaper, everywhere i turn. thats why i like snapchat so much. i can remove it from my timeline as soon as it makes it into the stream. thats what i enjoy about
it. but the other thing i like about it is that i dont know what is going to show up on my timeline. i dont know the content that will make it there, so i dont worry that it will expose me as someone that

has this or that or this judgment towards a particular group of people. snapchat is my safe haven and i love it. i do keep some secrets off of it, but not as many as i used to. its nice not to have to worry
too much about what is going to show up. i know that its content that i have communicated with my friends, but to them, it doesnt matter what i have done because they dont see it. it is always for me.
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